some selected image pairs

Images that Caillebotte owned appear on the left
some selected results

with undergraduates
Degas

"Absinthe drinker" - Musée d'Orsay

"Women at the cafe" - Musée d'Orsay

66% preference

89 occurrences

173 occurrences
Manet

"The balcony" - Musée d'Orsay

"Studio lunch" - Neue Pinakotek, Munich

56% preference

201 occurrences

104 occurrences
Monet

"Garden lunch" - Musée d'Orsay

"Women in the garden" Musée d'Orsay

63% preference

64 occurrences

162 occurrences
Pissarro

"The red roofs" - Musée d'Orsay

"La Cote des Bœufs, the Hermitage"
National Gallery, London

against

58% preference

99 occurrences

38 occurrences
Renoir

"Party at the Moulin de la Gallette"
Musée d'Orsay

"Luncheon at the boating party"
Phillips Gallery, DC

54% preference

282 occurrences

192 occurrences
Caillebotte

"The floor scrapers" - Musée d'Orsay

"The floor scrapers, small version" private collection

77% preference

61 occurrences

10 occurrences